
Our growing company is looking for an executive asst. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for executive asst

We have a full slate of original shows that are fundamentally changing the
way that people see our brands
The Executive Administrative Assistant will support the SVP of Unscripted &
Special Event Programming for TNT and tbs
They will be responsible for maintaining the flow of information between
development and other departments within the division the network
They will also coordinate, schedule a high volume of meetings on a regular
basis, both within the company and the entertainment industry
The ideal candidate will be experienced in handling a wide range of
administrative and executive support related tasks and will be able to work
independently with little or no supervision and handle typical entertainment
assistant responsibilities along with other projects and duties at executive's
discretion/direction
This person must be exceedingly well organized and flexible
Communicates challenges to Director, Human Resources
Responsible for overseeing the on-boarding process of new hires
Provides administrative assistance such as filing paperwork, copy and
distribute disciplinary action notices, breakdown, sort and deliver PAF's
making new hire and termination files, copy and send exempt reviews to
employee files/managers and department heads
Maintain department and personnel files
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Researches information and prepares data and special reports, providing
analysis and summarizing data
Compiles and formats reporting for Board of Directors and subcommittees
Acts with authority on administrative functions in the absence of supervisor
Organizes work flow through supervisor's office
May provide administrative support to other departments, functions and
areas as necessary
Coordinates facilities issues


